Comparative sorting of neuroendocrine secretory proteins: a search for common ground in a mosaic of sorting models and mechanisms.
Endocrine, neuroendocrine and exocrine cells store regulated secretory proteins in secretory granules, while constitutive and constitutive-like secretory proteins are secreted directly without storage. Sorting of secretory proteins takes place in the trans-Golgi network (sorting for entry) or immature secretory granules (sorting by retention). The relative contribution of these sorting steps and the sorting signals and mechanisms involved in each step has been the subject of intense studies and debate in recent years. New evidence now suggests that: (1) two proteins with structurally similar sorting signals can use different sorting mechanisms; (2) one protein with multiple sorting signals can be sorted differently in different cell types; and (3) one cell type can recognize different sorting signals and use different sorting mechanisms. The latter finding suggests that sorting must be a regulated event. While the current image of sorting is complex, recent findings are pointing to common features that form a mosaic of related sorting mechanisms.